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When church leaders neglect to provide for the well-being and safety of everyone involved in
congregational programs, they are derelict in their duty to shepherd and protect the flock. A
conscientious and well run safety system provides sense of protection and comfort to those that
attend and helps offer an atmosphere where worship, fellowship, edification and service can
take place without incident. Keeping Your Church Safe and sound is a useful blueprint for
churches covering all aspects of church security for staff, premises and users. It's a well-
outlined, easy-to-follow lead in establishing an effective security program for congregations of
most sizes.com More importantly, he loves the Lord and His church and has dedicated his life to
making certain Christ is exalted in the best and safest way possible." Major Costs Weedman
(retired) Commander of Unique Operations and Event Management Louisville Metro Police
Department Ron Aguiar has been at Southeast Christian Church for a decade as Director of Basic
safety & Security, with an additional 10 years spent in public law enforcement and private
security. It has been written because of years committed to "front line" encounter. Ron is
normally a sought-after speaker, consultant to churches, para-church organizations and open
public law enforcement firms." Bob Russell (retired) Senior Minister Southeast Christian Church
Louisville, Kentucky "Addressing topics rarely discussed but practical, this book is an excellent
information for church administrators, protection managers, board chairpersons, volunteers or
anyone serious about protecting our areas of worship. It includes the insight of a basic safety
manager, site security chief, dignitary protection administrator and a particular event
commander, all in one. Contact Information: churchsafetyandsecurity@gmail. "Given the
uncertain times where we live and raising threats to our churches, Ron has written a useful,
thorough, easy-to-read publication that needs to be a textbook for any church.
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 This reserve opens your eyes to preparedness and security needs which have to be taken care
of by us as humans, a lot of which you certainly might have overlooked. I Just completed reading
it a few times ago.With that, this publication did a great job is pointing out various topics that I
didn't even consider in addition to solidifying other topics that mirrored many other books on
this subject. I ended up having to choose the paperback version in order to have gain access to
to all the content.. It does not have very much to say about how exactly armed parishioners can
guard your church, even more about how the police will do it for you personally (if they get
there in time, which they can't in most cases). It covers many topics in fact it is simple to
understand.I really believe that you will advantage greatly from what you will learn about
maintaining your church secure, and about being a good steward in regards to security in all
human aspects.A must for any church If you are pastor or person in a security group in your
church, I would suggest this book. We realize God is in best control of anything that happens in
virtually any church, but we also recognize that He will also give us a call to be accountable for
what we did or didn't do in regards to church security. The author does a fantastic of explaining
the why's and how's of maintaining your church secure. It .. Excellent Reference for Pastors!
Disappointing: not what I was looking for. As a pastor I highly recommend this book for anyone
thinking about security at church. Very Good Info Great info for a Church SRT ... glad I purchased
it. Very Informative This book, like others withing the same subject material, is able to provide
information within certain subjects, but not able to give you specifics as each event, venue could
have it's own concerns that no book can effectively cover. Will share my copy with the other
security members at our church. appeared to be a great help the person who required it. Great
resource which you can use to refer to as needed. Excellent resource! Places responsibility
directly on the governing body of your local churchfor planning, applying fire basic safety,
medical emergencies, children basic safety and how to proceed and how to plan for the crazy
with a weapon or bomb . Excellent information A very well-planned book of info on many
security aspects of keeping your church safe and sound. The book is fairly basic and good sense
but it is a great read and an excellent start for any church considering increasing their security.
That said, the materials was very helpful. Comprehensive and on stage; it had been what I
wanted and more. I just had to get it twice is certainly all. seemed to be an excellent help to the
person who needed it Gave as something special; Written in basic english and without plenty of
'big phrases' which made the topics clear to see also to implement the recommendations. Plan,
Plan Plan a practical guide with a whole load of common sense. Disappointing: not what I was
looking for. God bless you brother! lots to think about Choose the paperback, not the eBook We
first bought this in eBook form and some important pages apparently weren't formatted ideal, as
parts were cut off. This book is crucial read for staff and church leaders. Five Stars Excellent
book and very practical in the appropriate applications.
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